CRYOSHAPING & CRYOFACIAL

visible effects after first treatment

4 steps to a beautiful and healthy body

- cryofacial (-130°C) skin tightening
- cryostimulation (-160°C) increasing microcirculation and metabolism
- body wrapping ozone cosmetics
- lymphatic drainage by Vodder method increasing lymph and blood flow, detoxification

http://www.icehealth.co.uk/

Ice Health Cryotherapy Limited
The Cryofacial™ was developed by American physician J. Kuehne, and uses pressurized liquid nitrogen vapors (-130°C) which are applied to the face and neck to stimulate the production of collagen and to decrease pore size. Skin becomes tighter, more even-toned, blood circulation is improved. Over time, skin is more elastic due to the increase in collagen. Treatments are followed by application of Beauty O’zone Regenerating Serum.

Cryofacial Benefits:

- Reduces pore size
- Decreases wrinkles and lines
- Stimulates collagen production
- Improves blood flow
- Brightens dark spots
CRYOSTIMULATION + BODY WRAPPING + OZONE COSMETICS + LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE

It is a combination of physiotherapeutic and cosmetic treatments to reduce cellulite and local adiposities.

A series of treatments guarantees:

- Firming of the skin
- Circumference reduction
- Weight reduction
- Detoxification
- General wellbeing improvement

visit us on:
www.youtube.com

for Your perfect body
CRYOSTIMULATION – metabolic surge

Cryostimulation is a completely new method in cosmetics. It is applying extreme cold (even −160°C) in a form of nitrogen vapors for a very short time on selected body parts.

Clinically proven beneficial effects of cryostimulation:

- 4 times better lymph and blood microcirculation
- Oxygenation and nourishment of the skin and subdermic tissues
- Detoxification
- Metabolic surge (even 4 hours after the procedure)
- Firming of the skin and cellulite reduction by strengthening collagen and elastin fibers
- Increased muscle tone
CRYOSTIMULATION

Cryostimulation can be effectively carried out using Cryo-T Portable® device. The working medium is liquid nitrogen (LN₂), which is applied on the skin in a form of cold stream. The device is equipped with IR temperature sensor which enables reliable and safe performance. Use of nitrogen vapors guarantees the cryostimulation effect.

It is important to know that other cooling devices on the market may cause considerable slowdown in metabolic activity of the tissues by prolonged and slow cooling, which is the exact opposite of cryostimulation with nitrogen vapors.

Cryo-T Portable® is the first in the world nitrogen device with laser sensor placed inside the application nozzle for remote measurement of patient’s skin temperature. Sensor informs person conducting the procedure there is proper temperature on cryostimulated skin area.

Cryo-T Portable® is equipped with 35 or 60 liter’s dewar vessel for liquid nitrogen. It is sufficient to perform up to 50 procedures.
BODY WRAPPING using Beauty O’zone cosmetics (ANTI CELLULITE BALM and REGENERATING GEL)

Owing to innovative method of olive oil ozonation, it was possible to create 100% natural cosmetics with ozone (O₃). The process of ozonation bonds permanently ozone with olive oil and creates ozonides, natural active substances penetrating deepest skin layers and positively influencing skin cells.

Skin after cryostimulation absorbs nutrients from cosmetics more easily.

To increase the effect after application of the Beauty O’zone Anti-Cellulite Balm, the body is wrapped in foil, which blocks the access of air and quickens the absorption of the cosmetics.

What is more, the procedure helps to increase metabolism along with caloric burn, it smoothes and moisturizes the skin and intensifies cryostimulation effects.
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE USING THE BOA DEVICE
intensive nourishment and detoxification

Lymphatic Drainage is an excellent method of eliminating waste products from the organism. It stimulates blood and lymph circulation, improves nourishing and oxygenation of the body cells. Lymphatic drainage according to Vodder’s technique enables transport of nutrients and white blood cells. During the massage the lymph is drained, what gives in instant relief from embolisms and oedemas. As a result lymphatic drainage detoxifies the body and helps to reduce weight.

Why Vodder’s?
Lymphatic drainage according to the technique invented by Dutch physician Emil Vodder consist in sequential compression (in accordance with blood and lymph circulation physiology) of selected body parts: limbs, abdomen, buttocks.

The Boa Max 2 device with 24 chamber cuffs is the only device in the world for Vodder massage. Other devices on the market offers solely pneumatic massage without proper lymphatic drainage.

The procedure using BOA Max 2 can intensify effects of other therapies for weight reduction like detoxifying diets, lipolysis, ultrasound cavitation.

we care about your beauty
Beauty O’zone cosmetics assortment
supplied by ICE Health Cryotherapy Ltd

Beauty O’zone Anti-Cellulite Balm
Beauty O’Zone Reneval Moisturising Gel
Beauty O’zone Regenerating Serum
Beauty O’zone Anti-Acne Cream
   Beauty O’Zone Foot-Cream
   Beauty O’zone Hand Cream
Beauty O’Zone After Epilation Soothing Balm
   OZONOSEPT Ozonated Olive Oil
   OZONOSEPT Ointment
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